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deep space at the end of my sentence a blue dot.



4

hunger deals 
a lizard tastes 
its tail



5

an irregular mole the size of an eraser



6

i belong to the world of these words



7

skyscraper the moment the others vanish



8

burial
a breeze from
my life cycle
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weighing dad sparrow-light the needle flies west



10

sun at high G
tuning up my face
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no word for paradise the language of Kalashnikovs
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dementiautumnight
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cosmos as cranium as cavern as temple as map as board game
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bullet ridden drone
ridden rain
fall opens
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touch-move rule 
gently 
a little death



17

before christ a bookmark
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unknown soldier -
sn w  fill ng  the  bl nks
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when I call out your name you cut the call
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at the end of the day nobody remains real
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f  e  l  l  i  n  g   
new year
rain
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black-light in Cyrillic letters the word blonde
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spring blued sky about to crack my window
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a part across from a godwit’s carbon footprint



27

fossil fuels a dream beyond the hood of a day moon



28

day moon we share glances and whispered idioglossia



29

spinning spider
as my eyes go round
and round



30

in the darkplay
of wingspan
a hollowed vowel
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between borders the hunger of stitched mouths



33

61 cygni i try to find you without google



34

w  a  i  t  i  n  g 
the milky way forms a skin
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as green as Oz and given
                      the powerfull
                                           hill    



37

   - and upon the flesh
of animals
       goes out of focus



38

o house emit star patterns triumph now
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crooked forest sun
 breadcrumbs lead in two directions



41

pi moon...  
the six nouns of white 
on a canvas



42

a grain of sand
in my umbilicus
the theory of everything



43

returning wolves
seeds crack open
 to birdsong



44

we dream
the word 
awake



45

tower day
the galactic roads
we expect 

                                    * In memory of Douglas Adams
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glass skyscrapers liquid blue all afternoon



47



48

nebulae  the spiral arms of his trenchcoat



49

beheading over the edge of space



50

bathing in moonlight Galileo’s eye



51

be that as it may an insurrection of dolphins



52

hits the pavement headful of nettles



53

a dish of moons
the potato eaters pick it
bare hands



54

news the war to end all wars rolling



55

vasectomEEnymEEnymInymOe
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jukebox lights that rainbow ain’t mine



58

bluer my childhood eyes wider my godless



59

red        red           red            red         red          red         red        red
     deer       blood       mouth       spit       hand      earth      deer
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Santa Ana winds tromboning my peripheral vision



61

half-written rain
drips from this

finger mountain



62

synonyms
thrown
winter
eyes



63

floating down the river of hands a fleet of baby coffins



64

still life
she cuts the sleeping pill
in half



65

bringing the glare inside keening the ears



66

colored leaves in fog autumn’s language in the cerebral cortex
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he borrowed scent of sleep once wild



69

open mouths in the infrastructure bone bomb



70

an owl egg hatches behind Christ’s body



71

Where the tree once been a red dot above.



72

SeQuences /
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Silence of Stars

seashell the illuminated song murdered 
 
rogered more times over the radio birds tweeting 
 
dreaming away from the border night bats 
 
red October the foxtrot of a passing wind 
 
ascending slowly the wet mist & whose hand 
 
grieving mosquito dead too, dead too 
 
spring awakening the rumours of red horizon  
 
invading the privacy of the night silence of stars
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the homunculus springs up with seven words

a motorcycle as it starts to consider a question 

the unlucky youths who built the space elevator

which body part is the moon tonight

“culture”
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painkillers working 
the night breeze outside  
my door

wind chimes/crickets 
trash in hand I wonder 
which cliché to choose

no story . . .  
just the night breeze 
on my bare arms

now a failed haiku 
because my pain wants a mention 
with moondark and crickets

wind chimes 
taking out the trash 
slowly

pain in my knees 
cricket song 
carries me

before moonrise 
heat lightning 
in the east

Taking Out the Trash



78

barely galactic

milky way your granny was born on earth 
 
where no goober has gone before they send uss 
 
behind the ion thruster an admiral snickers 
 
pregnant butterfingers wait to see Bones 
 
mars bar a roman kisses a humot then eats him
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within the beehive

    within the beehive buffalo love

    troubadours collect melodies within the beehive

    within the beehive the weaver’s constellations

the sweet and the sour within the beehive

no exchange rate within the beehive

vanquished prairies within the beehive

    mirrored within the beehive the original

    deployed before the beehive a god’s quiver

    evermore the beehive’s Solomon
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